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Life through the Lens
June 23-July 6 | Photography exhibition | Bahrain Arts Centre
Passion meets ambition in this realistic take on India. Check out Ab
Khan’s latest exhibition.
At the age of 77, nothing can stop this avid photographer from achieving his dream
Al Khan showcases a glimpse of India in his display of ‘Kerala: God’s Own Country’.
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Painting a picturesque view of the state, which is located in South-West India
presents this collection after his latest travel to the region. Kerala is one of the pr
places in India that showcases the rich nature of the region.
“The beauty of the landscapes and the people within the imageries show the
colourful reality of the place,” says Abdulla.
His association with photography started in the early ‘50s, when he used to assist
who practised the art in his one-bedroom house. With 60 years of experimenting w
lighting techniques, compositions and colours, his passion keeps achieving new he
eventually launched his own photography services in the ‘70s and has captured the
of paupers and princes.
With years of experience backing him and many photographic adventures to share
has published four books of his photographic collections till date: on Muharraq, th
industry, democracy and a biography of his own life. Commenting on the future
hopes that he can achieve his target of publishing a total of 10 books in the years to
Abdulla’s exhibition is open to the public free of charge and runs until July 6.
Call 17 298-777.

>> A Bountiful Ramadan
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